Determining linkage rules that govern the formation of species interactions is a critical goal of 4 ecologists, especially considering that biodiversity, species interactions, and the ecosystem processes they 5 maintain are changing at rapid rate worldwide. Species traits and abundance play a role in determining 6 plant-pollinator interactions, but we illustrate here that linkage rules of plant-pollinator interactions 7 change with disturbance context, switching from predominantly trait-based linkage rules in undisturbed, 8 natural habitats, to abundance-based linkage rules in intensive agricultural habitats. The transition from 9 trait-based to abundance-based linkage rules corresponds with a decline in floral trait diversity and an 10 increase in opportunistic interaction behavior as agricultural intensification increases. These findings 11 suggest that agricultural intensification is changing the very rules determining the realization of 12 interactions and the formation of communities, making it challenging to use the structure of undisturbed 13 systems to predict interactions within disturbed communities. 14 15
Introduction 18
Biotic interactions play a crucial role in determining the ecological and evolutionary trajectories 19 of species and the ecosystem processes they maintain (Bailey et al., 2012; Berlow et al., 2009 ; Guimarães, For each site, we created one model set for each pollinator species that was observed more than 139 twice, resulting in 199 model sets overall. The model set included each plant trait alone as a co-variate, 140 floral abundance as a co-variate, and all pairwise combinations of two traits. Floral trait diversity was 141 very limited at some sites thus precluding the combination of more than two traits and the combination of 142 traits and abundance into the same model. We then used the 'fitList' and 'modSel' functions to identify the 143 best fit model based on AIC for each pollinator species at each site. We calculated the proportion of 144 pollinator species that had plant traits retained as co-variates in the best fit model and the proportion that 145 had abundance retained as a co-variate in the best fit model. We assessed the change in the proportion of 146 species with trait-based versus abundance-based models along the agricultural intensification gradient 147 using logistic regressions. 148 We reinforced our model findings and tested whether abundance values could better predict 149 interaction identities in agricultural rather than natural areas by creating 1000 abundance-based null 150 networks per site and calculating a change in the average number of correctly predicted interactions in 151 each network along the gradient. To create the abundance-based networks, we used each species' total 152 number of interactions (from the quantitative networks) as a proxy for its relative abundance. For plants, 153 relative abundance and number of interactions were significantly correlated (P < 0.0001, r = 0.59) and we did not have independent measures of abundance for pollinators. We created the abundance-based networks using the Patefield algorithm (function 'nullmodel' and method r2dtable in package bipartite 156 version 2.8) which randomly shuffles the interactions from the observed network but maintains the total 157 number of interactions per species (and thus the "relative abundance" of each species). This way, two 158 species had a greater probability of interacting in the abundance-based networks if they had many 159 interaction partners (i.e. were more abundant), and species with fewer interactions had a greater 160 probability of interacting with a generalist species (representing "opportunism"). We used a logistic 161 regression to test whether the proportion of correctly predicted present interactions in each randomized 162 network increased with agricultural intensification. We consider only correctly predicted present 163 interactions instead of correctly predicted absent interactions (zeros in the interaction matrix) because it is 164 not possible to distinguish true ecologically absent interactions from interactions that were simply not 165 observed during sampling.
166
There is a higher probability of correctly predicting present interactions in a network with higher 167 connectance (the number of realized interactions in the network divided by the number of possible 168 interactions in the network, i.e. the number of filled cells in an interaction matrix). In our study, network 169 connectance did increase with agricultural intensification (Fig. S2 ). Therefore, we compared how many 170 present interactions were correctly predicted using the abundance-based nulls versus how many were 171 predicted in completely random nulls (50% probability of an interaction) on average. If increasing from specialized interactions to generalist, opportunistic interactions). An overall decline in pollinator interaction specificity could be driven by two factors: (1) within-species decline in specificity of species 182 found in multiple sites and habitats, and/or (2) a turnover of species along the gradient in which species 183 with specific partner preferences (i.e. specialized species) are lost and replaced by generalist, 184 opportunistic species.
185
To assess pollinator specificity, we calculated two metrics for each pollinator species at each site:
186
(1) ′, a quantitative measure of specificity or reciprocal specialization (Blüthgen, Menzel, & Blüthgen, 187 2006), and (2) proportional degree, a qualitative measure of specialization representing the number of 188 interactions partners each species interacted with divided by the number of possible partners within a site.
Tables 243   Table 1 . The floral trait categories used in the hierarchical model to determine pollinator 244 interaction linkage rules. A list of all the trait values for the seven trait categories that we input into the 245 hierarchical species occupancy model to determine which pollinator species had trait-based interaction 246 preferences or abundance-based preferences for interaction partners. 
